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Abstract

Structural and magnetic characteristics of Ni-implanted GaP were measured for doses in the range 3�/5�/1016 cm�2. After

subsequent annealing at 700 8C, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) showed residual lattice damage which was more

significant in highly carbon-doped epi layers as compared to bulk GaP substrates. The magnetization measurements showed two

different contributions, one present at 5/75 K and the other below �/225 K. No secondary phase formation was detected in either

type of GaP. # 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The possibility of exploiting spins of charge carriers in

semiconductors in addition to their charge has raised

interest in combining magnetic, electronic and optical

functionalities onto a single chip [1�/7]. While spin-

selective transport is employed in magnetic memories

and field sensors, the production of practical dilute

magnetic semiconductors has proven elusive [8]. In Mn-

doped GaAs and InAs for example, the transition

temperatures are very low (B/105 K). Since the Curie

temperature is predicted to be a strong function of

bandgap, magnetic ion concentration and carrier con-

centration in the semiconductor, it has been proposed

that materials with gaps much larger than GaAs and

InAs should be investigated [9]. There has been some

success in initial experiments on (Ga,Mn)N, prepared

either by bulk growth processes [10,11] or direct

implantation of Mn into GaN [12,13]. The bulk crystals

exhibit paramagnetic behavior, while the implanted

GaN shows ferromagnetic contributions to the magnet-

ism below �/250 K.

GaP has a large bandgap (2.2 eV) and is an important

component of the AlGaInP materials system, which is

used for visible light-emitting diodes and high-speed

electronics. To date, there have been few reports on the

incorporation of magnetic ions into GaP. Epitaxial films

of (Ga,Mn)P have shown single-phase material up to

Mn atomic concentrations of �/7%, but with low Curie

temperatutes [14].

In this paper we report on the effects of high dose Ni

implantation into nominally undoped n-type bulk GaP

wafers and heavily C-doped p-type GaP epitaxial layers.

This study enabled the comparison between the mag-

netic properties in the presence of either electrons or

holes. This is important for determining the origin of

ferromagnetism in dilute magnetic semiconductors since

it is carrier-mediated and may work only with p-type

material [9]. Our results show two contributions to the* Corresponding author.
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ferromagnetism in both types of Ni-implanted GaP, one

which is present below �/75 K and the other which

remains until �/225 K. No evidence of secondary

phase formation was found by selected area diffraction

pattern analysis or by transmission electron microscopy

(TEM).

2. Experimental

Two types of GaP were used in these experiments.

The first were bulk (100) substrates that were nominally

undoped n-type with 1016 cm�3 background carrier

densities. The second type were 0.4 mm thick epi layers

Fig. 1. TEM cross-section from bulk GaP implanted with 3�1016 cm�2 Ni� ions and annealed at 700 8C.

Fig. 2. Selected area diffraction pattern from bulk GaP implanted with 3�1016 cm�2 Ni� ions and annealed at 700 8C.
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grown by metal organic molecular beam epitaxy on top
of GaP substrates. These layers were heavily C-doped

(p �/1020 cm�3) using carbon tetrabromide as the

dopant source.

The samples were implanted with 250 keV Ni� ions

to doses of 3�/5�/1016 cm�2 at a temperature of �/

350 8C in order to avoid amorphization. These condi-

tions produced maximum Ni concentrations of 2�/3�/

1016 cm�3 at the projected range of �/0.2 mm deep in
each sample. After implantation, annealing was per-

formed at 700 8C under a flowing N2 ambient. The

samples were characterized by TEM, selected area

diffraction pattern (SADP) analysis, SQUID magneto-

metry and double crystal X-ray diffraction (DC-XRD).

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows a cross-sectional TEM micrograph from
a bulk GaP crystal implanted with 3�/1016 cm�2 Ni�

ions and then annealed. The damaged region extends �/

0.42 mm from the surface, but remains single-crystal.

This microstructure is typical of compound semicon-

ductors implanted with high ion doses [15,16], in which

a variety of lattice defects are created and are relatively

stable against annealing. It is well established that

extended defects have only a second-order effect on
the electrical properties of implanted layers in com-

pound semiconductors [15].

The SADPs from the damaged (left) and control

(right) samples are shown in Fig. 2. The diffraction

patterns are similar and indicate (at least to the

resolution of the technique) that no secondary phases

are formed by the Ni� implantation. Table 1 shows a

listing of potential other compounds that could con-
ceivably form with high doses of Ni� into GaP. Only

Ni7P3 and cubic NiP2 have the same lattice symmetry as

the host GaP, and both would give rise to additional

spots in the diffraction pattern from the implanted

region.

Fig. 3 shows the temperature dependence of the

difference in magnetization signal under field-cooled

and zero field-cooled conditions for bulk GaP samples

implanted with either 5�/1016 cm�2 (top) or 3�/1016

cm�2 (bottom) Ni� and annealed at 700 8C. The data

show two contributions to the magnetization (large

diamagnetic and paramagnetic backgrounds have been

subtracted), with one present at 5/75 K and the other

extending out to �/200�/225 K depending on the

implant dose. The low temperature transition is also

seen in of the results for GaN(Fe) created by epitaxial

growth or direct implantation of Fe into GaN epi layers

and for GaN and SiC implanted with Ni. As evidence of

ferromagnetic behavior, the Ni-implanted GaP showed

a hysteresis in the magnetic moment for both doses, with

a coercivity of �/200 Oe at 10 K. We have also observed

Table 1

Potential second phases that could form in Ni-implanted GaP

GaNiP

Phase Structure a b c

Ni Cubic 3.5238

Ni Hexagonal 2.6515 4.343

NiP Orthorhombic 6.050 4.881 6.891

NiP2 Cubic 5.4706

NiP2 Monoclinic 6.366 5.615 60.72

Ni2P Hexagonal 5.86 3.37

Ni2.55P Hexagonal 13.22 24.634

Ni3P Tetragonal 8.952 4.388

Ni5P2 Hexagonal 13.220 24.632

Ni5P4 Hexagonal 6.789 10.986

Ni7P3 Cubic 8.64

Ni12P5 Tetragonal 8.646 5.071

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of difference between field-cooled

and zero filed-cooled magnetization from bulk GaP implanted with

either 5�1016 cm�2 (top) or 3�1016 cm�2 (bottom) Ni� ions and

annealed at 700 8C.
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Fig. 4. TEM cross-section (top) and SADP (bottom) from epi GaP implanted with 3�1016 cm�2 Ni� ions and annealed at 700 8C.
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similar high temperature (100�/250 K) magnetization in

Mn- and Fe-implanted GaN and Fe-implanted SiC

previously [12�/14]. The formation of GaNixP1�x was

not confirmed in our samples, and we are currently

examining the material by z-contrast electron micro-

scopy to establish the distribution of Ni in the implanted

region.

Fig. 4 shows a TEM cross-sectional micrograph (top)

from the epi GaP implanted with 3�/1016 cm�2 Ni�

ions and annealed at 700 8C, along with its associated

SADP (bottom) from the implanted region. The epi

layer has more residual damage than its bulk counter-

part processed under the same conditions, suggesting

that the high level of carbon doping stabilizes the lattice

disorder somewhat against annealing. This may be due

to the migration of carbon atoms to dislocations and

loops. The SADP shows only rings that seem to

originate from poly GaP in an amorphous matrix that

did not completely regrow during the implant and

anneal cycle. Note however that no secondary phases

were present in the epi-implanted material.

Fig. 5 shows the SQUID data from the implanted

epitaxial GaP samples for both the 5�/1016 cm�2 dose

(top) and the 3�/1016 cm�2 dose (bottom). The

temperature dependence of the field-cooled minus zero
field-cooled magnetization showed two ferromagnetic

contributions, as did the bulk samples. The transition

temperatures are roughly the same in both types of

material, suggesting that the carrier concentration

difference (in both level and conductivity type) is not a

significant factor in the magnetization. The coercivity

obtained from the hysteresis curve at 10 K was �/150

Oe. Similar results were reported for Fe-doped GaN
grown by molecular beam epitaxy [4]. At this stage,

there is no clear explanation for the origin of the

magnetic behavior in these wide bandgap semiconduc-

tors doped with magnetic elements. Further clarification

is needed on the role of superparamagnetic clusters or

spin-glass behavior in these materials. In the case of the

Fe-doped GaN [4], Extended X-ray absorption fine

structure and high resolution TEM suggested that Fe
atoms in single-phase material were occupying Ga sites

with no evidence of precipitation. In this material the

carrier concentration was also too low to expect carrier-

induced ferromagnetism [4].

4. Summary and conclusions

GaP(Ni) created by implantation into epi or bulk

GaP showed ferromagnetic behavior. The origin of the

magnetism is not clear, but is similar to that reported in

other wide bandgap semiconductors doped with mag-

netic elements. Since the Curie temperature for carrier-

induced ferromagnetism is proportional to the carrier
density in the material, it is likely that implantation is

not the best approach since residual damage may lead to

trapping of the electrons or holes. However, it is an

effective method for rapid screening of the magnetic

properties of different elements in GaP and other

semiconductors of potential interest for spin-polarized

applications.
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